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1. Introduction: The dubious ubiquity of labial consonants

1.1 A typological claim

Labial consonants are extremely common in the phonological inventories of the world’s languages, and the presence of contrastive labial place is nearly universal. Indeed, Jakobson ([1941] 1968: 47–48) claimed that the contrast between labial and coronal consonants is universal, at least in the absence of interference from extralinguistic physiological factors:

The first consonantal opposition is that of nasal and oral stop (e.g., mama–papa), which is followed by the opposition of labials and dentals (e.g., papa–tata and mama–nana). These two oppositions form the minimal consonantal system of the languages of the world. These are the only oppositions that cannot be lacking anywhere, provided that there is no deformity of the speech apparatus (dysalia labialis).

Even Hawaiian, which has a particularly small consonant inventory, has both of Jakobson’s basic oppositions, as shown in (1): oral /p/ contrasts with nasal /m/, and labial /m/ contrasts with coronal /n/.

(1) Consonant inventory of Hawaiian (Herd 2005: 80)

p kʔ h
m n
w l

Hawaiian is typologically unusual in that it is generally described as lacking phonemic /t/, and so it would seem to lack Jakobson’s “papa–tata” distinction (though it contrasts “mama–papa” and “mama–nana”). On the other hand, [t] does occur as a variant of /k/ (Schütz 1995), and in that capacity it contrasts with /p/.

1.2 A challenge: Mohawk

The native phonemic inventory of Mohawk, like those of other Iroquoian languages, presents an apparent counterexample to Jakobson’s ([1941] 1968) generalization. The inventory shown in (2) is based on Bonvillain’s (1973: 27, 41) inventory for the Akwesasne variety of Mohawk and Michelson’s (1981b: 312) inventory for the Caughnawaga variety; all symbols have been converted to IPA.
Native phonemic inventory of Mohawk

a. Consonants:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>alveolar</th>
<th>palatal</th>
<th>velar</th>
<th>glottal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>stops</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>affricate</td>
<td>(ʧ)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fricatives</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>h</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nasal</td>
<td>n</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>liquid</td>
<td>l/r</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>semivowels</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>w</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b. Vowels:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>front unrounded</th>
<th>central unrounded</th>
<th>back rounded</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>high</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>ü</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mid</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>ʌ̃</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low</td>
<td>a</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The labial–coronal contrast is not necessarily entirely lacking in Mohawk, depending on what one might have to say about the /w/–/j/ and /ũ/–/i/ oppositions. Bonvillain categorizes /w/ as a dorsovelar, but this should not be taken to mean that it does not involve labial articulation; in particular, she shows /wh/ coalescing to [f]:

(3) /oʔwhahsa/ [oʔfahsa] ‘skirt’ (Bonvillain 1973: 34)

Setting the vowels and semivowels aside, however, it seems clear that there are no labial consonantal phonemes in the native inventory of Mohawk, and that the inventory thus contradicts Jakobson’s ([1941] 1968) generalization.

1.3 Theoretical motivations for the typological claim

1.3.1 Acquisition and markedness

While Jakobson ([1941] 1968) simply asserts that the labial–dental opposition is universal, similar predictions follow from theories in which typological generalizations are derived from other theoretical mechanisms. Many theories of markedness follow Jakobson in predicting a correlation between acquisition and typology, which is stated in a stylized and approximate form in (4):

(4) early ↔ common

In other words, segments that are typologically most frequent are predicted to be among the earliest acquired by children, and vice versa. This correlation can be made to follow from a variety of different formal mechanisms, such as:

---

1 Bonvillain (1973) transcribes the affricate as /ʃ/ (i.e., /ʤ/), but indicates that it, like the stops, has voiced and voiceless variants in non-contrastive distribution. Michelson (1981b) does not include an affricate in her inventory. There is one liquid, whose realization varies from one dialect to another. Akwesasne has /l/; Caughnawaga has /ɾ/.
• a universal hierarchical organization of features, such that features lower in
the hierarchy entail the presence of features that are above them (Jakobson,
Fant, and Halle 1952; Beers 1995);

• filters or feature co-occurrence constraints (Calabrese 1995; Levelt and van
Oostendorp 2007);

• universal markedness constraints that must be demoted in order for marked
segments to appear (Gnanadesikan 2004);

• universal natural processes that must be suppressed or restricted in order
for marked segments to appear (Stampe 1979).

Labial consonants tend to be acquired very early by learners of languages
that have them at all (e.g., Beers 1995: 228), so to the extent that our theories of
markedness predict the correlation in (4), we expect them to be very common,
perhaps even ubiquitous.

Formal representations of markedness are motivated not only by (4), but
also by phenomena such as assimilation and neutralization. (See Rice (2007)
for an overview of the uses of markedness.) They typically assign an in-
termediate value to labials, ranking them as more marked than placeless glottals
and (default) coronals, but less marked than most other places of articulation (or
perhaps on an equal footing with dorsovelars). For example, de Lacy (2002) posits
the place-of-articulation markedness scale shown in (5a), which is implemented
in the constraints and representations in (5b), where \(x\) represents one degree of
markedness and \(o\) explicitly marks the absence of an \(x\):²

\[(5)\]

a. The Major Place of Articulation (PoA) Scale (de Lacy 2002: 37):
dorsal > labial > coronal > glottal

b. Harmonic bounding for PoA constraints (de Lacy 2002: 41):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>*[Place]</th>
<th>*[xPlace]</th>
<th>*[xxPlace]</th>
<th>*[xxxPlace]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(ʔ):</td>
<td>[oooPlace]</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(t):</td>
<td>[xooPlace]</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(p):</td>
<td>[xxoPlace]</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(k):</td>
<td>[xxxPlace]</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Given the representations and constraints in (5b), we might expect any
system that tolerates /k/ to admit /p/ as well (although free ranking of de Lacy’s
(2002) family of Ident constraints weakens this prediction).

² Thus /p/, which has the feature [xxoPlace], has exactly two degrees of markedness on the
place hierarchy, while the constraint *[xxPlace] penalizes any segment with at least two degrees of
markedness on the place hierarchy.
1.3.2 Dispersion Theory

Under the functionalist view of inventories embodied in Dispersion Theory (Liljencrantz and Lindblom 1972; Kirchner 1997; Ní Chiosáin and Padgett 2001; Padgett 2003; Sanders 2003; Flemming 2002, 2004), the Mohawk consonant inventory is also unexpected. In its current formulations within Optimality Theory, Dispersion Theory involves two conflicting types of constraints—ones that mandate the presence of multiple contrasting segments, and ones that require the auditory distinctions among these segments to be robust.

The tableau in (6), which is a comparative tableau in the style of Prince (2002), schematizes the evaluation of the Mohawk stop inventory /t kʔ/ by these two types of constraints. The first type of constraint, represented here as HAVE MANY PHONES, would prefer an inventory that includes /p/ in addition to the three native Mohawk stops. Depending on how the second type of constraint, represented here as SPACE PHONES WIDELY, is formulated, it might favour /t kʔ/ over /p t kʔ/—not because the stops in the Mohawk inventory are any more widely spaced, but simply because there are fewer pairs of phones to incur violations. However, the Mohawk inventory does not fare as well on this constraint as an alternative that contains /p/ instead of /t/, and which thus has more phonetic distance between /k/ and the maximally anterior stop.

Given the harmonic bounding of the Mohawk stop inventory on the constraints shown in (6), the only way for it to emerge as optimal is through the intervention of some high-ranking constraint that specifically penalizes labials. The problem thus reverts to one of markedness.

2. The mystery of the borrowed labials

The Mohawk situation is further complicated by the fact that present-day Mohawk does have labial consonants in words borrowed from French and English. Many languages with small inventories adapt loanwords to their native phonologies, sometimes with quite drastic effects. For example, in borrowings from English into Hawaiian, all obstruents that are neither labial nor glottal are normally mapped onto /k/, as in the examples in (7).

(7) English /t, d, ð, s, z, ʃ, ʒ, ʧ, ʤ, k, ɡ/ → Hawaiian /k/ (Herd 2005: 80, 83)
   a. /keaka/ ‘theatre’
   b. /paikeneka/ ‘percent’
   c. /kaakini/ ‘dozen’
   d. /kalana/ ‘gallon’
   e. /kanuwika/ ‘sandwich’

Early in the history of its contact with French, Mohawk similarly altered the words that it borrowed. In the proper names in (8), French /m/, /b/, and /v/ are realized as Mohawk /w/, and French /p/ and /f/ as Mohawk /k/.

(8) Early adaptation of French names into Mohawk (Bonvillain 1978: 33)
   a. /wanik/ Monique
   b. /atũːwa/ Thomas
   c. /walijan̩/ Marianne
   d. /sawatis/ Jean-Baptiste
   e. /taːwit/ David
   f. /kol/ Paul
   g. /kel/ Pierre
   h. /kelisite/ Félicité

Later borrowings, however, contain imported labial consonants. In the examples in (9), French /m/ is borrowed faithfully, and /b/ and /p/ are mapped onto a bilabial stop /p/ (with predictable allophonic distribution of voiced and voiceless variants following the same pattern as the native stops).

(9) Later adaptation of French words into Mohawk (Bonvillain 1978: 33; 1973: 37; 1984: 320)
   a. /aplam/ Abram
   b. /majis/ Moîse
   c. /papâʔ/ Papa
   d. /lapahpot/ la barbote ‘catfish’
   e. /raparoet/ la brouette ‘wheelbarrow’

The presence of these labial consonants in modern Mohawk does not eliminate the typological anomaly, as the pre-contact inventory must still be contended with. If anything, the mystery is compounded: it is unusual that Mohawk lacked labials, but it is also somewhat surprising that it later adopted them, rather than continuing to replace labials in borrowings with native phones. Was there some property of Mohawk before contact with French, or is there some property of labial consonants, that made Mohawk more receptive to /m/ and /p/ than Hawaiian is to /s/?
3. /p/ as in Postal

Postal (1964, 1968) offers a striking perspective on the typological problem. The tree in (10) shows Postal’s (1964: 277) contrastive hierarchy for the native consonants of Mohawk:

(10) Partial contrastive hierarchy of Mohawk phonemes (Postal 1964: 277)

Unlike the standard Mohawk inventory presented in (2), the hierarchy in (10) includes a segment that is transcribed as /p/, and which can also be identified as labial from the fact that it is assigned the features [+grave, −compact]. Postal (1964: 277 fn. 36) acknowledges that “p has never been recognized in treatments of Iroquoian phonology on the ground that no [p], [b], [m] etc. occur in the language,” but claims that “[i]t is easy to show, however, that such a fourth true consonant must be recognized on the systematic phonemic level.” This claim is elaborated by Postal (1968), who argues that there is an underlying segment /p/ that is realized as [kw]. The primary evidence for this claim comes from the existence of surface [kw] sequences that behave as though they were single segments.

3.1 Open syllable lengthening

One relevant phonological process is the lengthening of stressed vowels that occurs, according to Postal (1968: 147), “before a single consonant.” As Michelson (1981b: 316) points out, the environment for lengthening can be elegantly restated in terms of syllable structure: stressed vowels lengthen in open syllables.

In (11a), the surface [kw] sequence comes from an underlying /ko/ that is immediately followed by another vowel. This [kw] sequence behaves like two separate consonants (with a syllable boundary between them, if Michelson’s analysis is correct), and the stressed vowel in the initial syllable remains short. In (11b) and (11c), however, the surface [kw] sequences come from what Postal analyzes as an underlying /p/, and they act like single (onset) consonants; the stressed vowels before them lengthen.
(11) Stressed vowels before /koV/ or /pV/ (Postal 1968: 247)
   a. /hra+ko+as/ ['rakwas] 'he picks it'
   b. /hra+upeh/ ['rukanweh] 'man'
   c. /opirʔ/ ['oːkwireʔ] 'branch'\(^4\)

3.2 Morpheme structure

A somewhat more abstract piece of Postal's case for /p/ comes from morpheme structure constraints. Postal (1968: 210–213) argues that Mohawk does not allow tautomorphemic /Cw/ sequences at all. This generality of this statement depends on the possibility of analyzing surface tautomorphic [kw] as deriving from a single segment (Postal's /p/) in cases where it does not come from prevocalic /ko/.\(^5\)

3.3 Word-final (non-)realization

The behaviour of [kw] sequences in word-final position also contributes evidence that such sequences arise from single underlying consonant.

3.3.1 Deletion

Postal (1968: 248 fn. 3) writes that Mohawk “has a rule which deletes word-final [+ Abrupt Onset] segments in nouns only” (emphasis in the original); this rule treats /p/ [kw] as a single segment. In (12a–c), a single [t] that appears as part of a cluster in the verb forms on the right is deleted word-finally in the noun forms on the left. In (12d), the same process applies to [kw]. If the [kw] were a cluster at the relevant level of analysis, then it would presumably be immune to the effects of the rule, as the [k] is non-final and the [w] is not [+ Abrupt Onset].

\begin{tabular}{ll}
   \hline
   Nouns & Verbs \\
   \hline
   a. [kâːsereh] 'vehicle' & [keʔsereh\text{tanw}eʔs] 'I like vehicles' \\
   b. [oshes] 'honey' & [keshes\text{tanw}eʔs] 'I like honey' \\
   c. [katsheʔ] 'can' & [ketsheʔ\text{tanw}eʔs] 'I like cans' \\
   d. [odzistoh] 'star' & [kdzistoh\text{kwanw}eʔs] 'I like stars' \\
   \hline
\end{tabular}

3.3.2 Realization

When the segment Postal analyzes as /p/ is retained word-finally (i.e., in words other than nouns), its realization differs from what one would expect of an underlying /kw/ sequence. Postal (1968: 251–252) reports that while word-final /w/ is normally realized as [f], word-final /p/ is realized not as *[kf], but as [k], or, for “a handful of related speakers,” [kw].

\(^4\) ‘Branch’ is Postal’s (1968: 247) gloss; this word is translated elsewhere as ‘bush’ or ‘tree’ (e.g., Baker 1996: 422).

\(^5\) Both Bonvillain (1973) and Michelson (1981a: 94) indicate that tautomorphemic [sw] is possible; however, this may be analyzable as /so/.
3.4 Epenthesis

Postal identifies Mohawk /p/ with the Proto-Siouan-Iroquoian *p reconstructed by Chafe (1964). While the stop-sonorant clusters in (13a–c) were subject to historical (and in some cases still synchronically active) epenthesis in Mohawk (but not in Oneida), monosegmental *p in (13d) gave rise to modern surface [kw] with no epenthesis (in both languages).

(13) Proto-Siouan-Iroquoian consonants in Mohawk and Oneida (Postal 1968: 246–247)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mohawk</th>
<th>Oneida</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. *kw [kewistos] [kwistos] ‘I am cold’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. *kr [onutakeriʔ] [onutakliʔ] ‘beer’ / ‘sugar’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. *tw [tewanüweʔs] [twanüwehseʔ] ‘we several like it’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. *p [ruːkweh] [luːkwe] ‘man’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Postal’s (1968) analysis of Mohawk [kw] as /p/, then, effectively says that the Proto-Siouan-Iroquoian segment still exists at the phonemic level, and is treated as a single segment by the phonological rule system, even though it is realized as a sequence phonetically.

4. /k/ as in Kiparsky

Kiparsky (1973: 16–18) argues that there is an alternative explanation for the epenthesis pattern, namely that it is a derived-environment effect. The difference between [kewistos] and [rukweh], under this interpretation, is not /kw/ vs. /p/, but rather /k+w/ vs. /kw/, [kewistos] being derived from /k+wisto+s/. In this analysis, epenthesis breaks up /kw/ sequences that are created by the concatenation of morphemes, but underlying /kw/ sequences are left alone.

This analysis of the epenthesis facts does not entirely eliminate the grounds for treating Postal’s /p/ as a single segment, however. For one thing, as Michelson (1981b: 344–345) points out, epenthesis in Mohawk is capable of applying in non-derived environments, as in (14). The examples in (14a) and (14b) show epenthesis breaking up tautomorphemic /wj/ and /nr/ clusters, while /kw/ (/p/ in Postal’s analysis) surfaces without epenthesis in (14b). In (14c), underlying tautomorphemic /nkw/ (or /np/) surfaces as [nekw], with epenthesis breaking up the potential [nk] cluster but not the [kw]. (The epenthetic status of the relevant vowels is diagnosed by their invisibility to stress, which in Mohawk normally appears on the penultimate non-epenthetic vowel.)

(14) Epenthesis within morphemes (Michelson 1981b: 323; 1989: 47)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mohawk</th>
<th>Oneida</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. /t+k+atawiʔat+s/ [tkaˈtawjaʔits] ‘I enter’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. /k+nokwanɾak+s/ [kenoʔkwanɾak+s] ‘I’m tying it in a bundle’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. /jo+tsiʔnkwar/ [otˈsîːnekwar] ‘yellow’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Michelson (1989) also gives an example of an epenthesis process that, even though it does specifically apply in derived environments, lends further evidence for the special status of [kw]. An epenthetic [e] is inserted between the first two consonants of a C+CC cluster, provided that the first consonant is not a glottal and the second is not a fricative (Michelson 1989: 41–43). This process applies normally in the examples in (15a–d); however, it does not apply to the /k+kw/ (or /k+p/) sequence in (15e).


a. /wak+njak+s/ [wakenjaks] ‘I get married’
b. /hs+theʔt+haʔ/ [sethēːthaʔ] ‘you are pounding’
c. /ak+tshe+ʔ/ [aketsheʔ] ‘my jar’
d. /k+ʔnikhu+s/ [keʔnikhus] ‘I sew’
e. /k+kwit+haʔ/ [kkwithaʔ] ‘I move it’

Finally, Postal’s (1968) other evidence for /p/ is unaffected by Kiparsky’s (1973) reinterpretation of the epenthesis facts; for example, the asymmetry in open-syllable lengthening illustrated in (16) has no obvious explanation in terms of derived-environment effects.

(16) Repeated from (11)

a. /hra+ko+as/ ['raːkwas] ‘he picks it’
b. /hra+upeh/ ['ruːkweh] ‘man’

Michelson (1981b, 1989) attributes the behaviour of /kw/ to syllable structure: unlike most other clusters, but in common with /ts/, /kw/ can be parsed into a complex onset. However, it is not clear why /kw/ should differ from other clusters, and in particular from other stop–glide clusters, in this way.

5. Another interpretation

Postal’s (1968) evidence that /p/ is a single segment is compelling. There is, however, rather less reason to believe that this segment is specifically /p/. Postal’s primary reason for characterizing it thus is that this makes it easier, in his feature system, to state the generalization that /p/ and /w/ cannot immediately precede a tautomorphemic round vowel, while /k/ and /j/ cannot immediately precede a tautomorphemic /i/ (Postal 1968: 176, 251). This pattern, however, would follow just as naturally from the assumption that surface [kw] corresponds to underlying /kw/.

The analysis of [kw] as /p/ also raises a question about how Mohawk responded to contact with French. If the native consonant inventory already included a phoneme /p/ that surfaces as [kw], then how was it possible for Mohawk to acquire from French another /p/ that surfaces faithfully?

Finally, it is worth bearing in mind that it is somewhat imprecise—or rather, misleadingly overprecise—to say that Postal’s underlying segment is /p/.
Postal does not assume full specification underlyingly; rather, features are assigned to phonemes on the basis of a contrastive hierarchy, as in (10). The symbol /p/ is ultimately only a convenient abbreviation for the feature matrix in (17). It is a labial obstruent, but beyond that, its properties are unspecified.

(17) Features of /p/ according to Postal (1964: 277)

\[
\begin{array}{c}
+\text{consonantal} \\
-\text{sonorant} \\
+\text{grave} \\
-\text{compact}
\end{array}
\]

5.1 [kw] qua /kʷ/

Suppose instead that we maintain contrastive specification, but say that the segment is something like /kʷ/ underlyingly—monosegmental and labial, but also velar. This is entirely consistent with the idea that it splits into a [kw] sequence. An appropriate set of representations can be generated if the Mohawk stop inventory is divided by monovalent place features as in (18).

(18) a. Dividing the Mohawk stop inventory

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\emptyset \\
\emptyset \text{Coronal} \\
\emptyset \text{Labial}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
/ʔ/ \\
/t/ \\
/k/ \\
/kʷ/
\end{array}
\]

b. The resulting feature specifications

\[
\begin{array}{c}
/ʔ/ \\
/t/ \\
/k/ \\
/kʷ/
\end{array}
\]

Coronal Dorsal Labial

Given these native representations, it would be fairly easy for Mohawk to create new segments specified with only Labial place (a subset of the specifications of /kʷ/). Thus Mohawk could import /p/ from French without needing to

---

6. This method of contrastive feature specification follows Cherry, Halle, and Jakobson (1953) and Halle (1959), and anticipates Dresher, Piggott, and Rice (1994), Dresher (2009), and Hall (2007).

7. If indeed it does split; Hopkins (1987) actually shows /kʷ/ in some transcriptions, though without addressing the question of Postal’s /p/; for example, she transcribes ‘man’ as /rúːkʷeʔ/ (Hopkins 1987: 446; cf. (16b)).

8. The representations in (18b) do not necessarily identify /kʷ/ in a way that would distinguish it from a labial-velar double articulation /k̪p/ or a velarized labial /p̩/. In the absence of evidence that such a distinction needs to be made in Mohawk, I make no assumptions about the organization of features within segments, but transcribe the segment as /kʷ/ for the sake of transparency, /kʷ/ being the monosegmental representation that most closely approximates its surface form.
use any new features, but the imported /p/ could still be featurally distinct from the segment that surfaces as [kw].

Some questions remain about the patterns of loanword adaptation in (8) and (9). In (8), the French consonants /p/ and /f/ appear to have been adopted as /k/ rather than as /kʷ/; why was the native [Dorsal, Labial] obstruent not preferred over the plain [Dorsal] one as a correspondent for these foreign labials? A definitive answer to this question depends on a more complete understanding of the mechanisms of loanword adaptation in general.\(^9\)

One possible explanation is formal: the mismatch in featural complexity involved in mapping a [Labial] segment to a [Dorsal, Labial] one may somehow have been a greater impediment than the mismatch in featural identity involved in mapping [Labial] to [Dorsal]. Another possible explanation is phonetic: the surface realization of /kʷ/ as [kw] may have made it a worse phonetic match for /p/ and /f/ than the single obstruent /k/.

It is also interesting that French /b/ was initially mapped to Mohawk /w/, but later to the new phoneme /p/. This suggests that the contrastive voicing of /b/ was salient enough to cause it to be realized as a sonorant, but that once Mohawk had adopted a /p/ (which included an allophone [b]), this new segment became the better match for French /b/.

5.2 Implications

The system in (18) conforms to the Jakobsonian generalization that all consonant inventories have contrastively labial segments. It is still typologically unusual, though, in that the contrast between labial and non-labial is restricted in scope to the velar consonants. It is perhaps also surprising, from the point of view of formal markedness, that the inventory includes a complex [Dorsal, Labial] segment without also having a simple [Labial] segment. This situation has an analogue in vowel place systems, however; D’Arcy (2004), using the feature system of Rice (1995, 2002), describes several cases in which front rounded vowels are specified as [Coronal, Peripheral], back rounded vowels are specified as [Peripheral], and front unrounded vowels are unmarked for place. The absence in such systems of a vowel specified only as [Coronal] is analogous to the absence of a consonant specified only as [Labial] in the native Mohawk inventory.

The presence of a secondary articulation with such a narrow contrastive scope is also unexpected from the point of view of Feature Economy (Clements 2003, \textit{inter alia}). Feature Economy predicts that in general, languages prefer to cross-classify contrasts as much as possible; thus an inventory that includes /k/, /kʷ/, and /t/ might be expected to have /tʷ/ as well, and perhaps also other labialized consonants.

\(^9\) It is also worth noting that of the three relevant examples in (8), two have potential confounds. In (8f), \textit{Paul} /kol/ would presumably be subject to the Mohawk phonotactic restriction prohibiting /w/ or /kʷ/ before rounded vowels. In (8g), the /k/ of /kel/ may be taken to correspond to the /pj/ of French \textit{Pierre} rather than to the /p/ alone.
On the other hand, there are several other languages in which secondary labialization appears to be contrastive only on dorsal consonants; one prominent example is Cantonese (Zee 1999). The Mohawk consonant system as analyzed in (18) is also strikingly similar to that of the Caddoan language Wichita, which also has /kʷ/ and lacks /p/, /b/, and /m/: (19) Consonant inventory of Wichita (Rood 1975: 316) 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sound</th>
<th>Consonant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ts</td>
<td>kʷ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j</td>
<td>w</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Mohawk and Wichita consonant systems are also reminiscent of Jakobson’s remarks about what happens to distinctive labial place when some external factor intervenes to prevent bilabial occlusion. Jakobson ([1941] 1968: 48) writes of Tlingit, whose speakers traditionally wore “a large and heavy labret” like the ones in Figure 1, that

> [e]ven in these cases the labial series finds a characteristic substitute in velar consonants with an accompanying u-sound: in this way, e.g., yāk (‘shell fish’) and yākʷ (‘canoe’) are distinguished.

The analysis of Mohawk presented in (18) conforms to Jakobson’s typological prediction, but only if that prediction is stated in a purely formal way. That is, it is consistent with the hypothesis that all consonant systems use the feature [Labial] contrastively, but it would not be consistent with the more concretely phonetic prediction that all languages have consonants whose primary place of articulation is either bilabial or labiodental. It also does nothing to satisfy the expectations of Dispersion Theory, which predicts the existence of labials because...
such major place contrasts are phonetically robust; from this perspective, it is still quite mysterious why Mohawk contrasts /k/ with /kʷ/ rather than with the more distant /p/.

If the representations proposed here are on the right track, then Mohawk does indeed use labial place contrastively in its consonant system, but it is typologically unusual in that the scope of the contrast is unusually narrow. The analysis thus captures the intuition that Mohawk is in some sense an unlikely language but by no means an impossible one, and it also offers some insight into why the language was receptive to labial consonants adopted from French.
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